
 



 



THE DRESSING – BAGS FOR SPRING – by Marcy Lytle 

I just recently purchased a mini bag from a new online store that I love, called Marks and 
Spencer.  The bag is such a pretty color, bright and bold.  I’m pretty sure it’s last year’s design 
but I don’t care – I love it!  So I thought I’d look around and see what trends in bags are 
prominent this season.  After all, can one have too many bags?  I don’t think so…  I enjoy 
changing out my purses to match my outfits, but only when my purse is organized.  That makes 
it easy.  Otherwise, it’s a pain!  Come with me now, and shop for your new style this coming 
spring season… 

The bucket bag is back! – It’s different and updated, though.  Check out this one with colored 
piping.  It’s available in a couple of colors and so cute with your denim this spring.  I’d choose 
the blue hue!  It’s from Zara. 

https://www.zara.com/us/en/pleated-bucket-bag-p16450510.html?v1=40050255&v2=1445798 

Sling and Cross – I love this crossbody canvas number from Marks and Spencer!  Great color 
blocking for the spring/summer months! 

https://www.marksandspencer.com/us/canvas-cross-body-bag/p/000000000060371389.html 

Mini Green – Bright green and bright orange are in for this new season, but if bright’s not your 
thing then this subdued green slingpack from Target might work perfectly.  It’s so cute and 
small, and would be great for outings or road trips or shopping!   

https://www.target.com/p/mini-sling-pack-wild-fable-8482-green/-/A-78443636 

Straw Shoulder Bag – Straw and neutral hues are one of my favorite colors/textures for spring.  
Check out this pretty purse from H&M at a price point that’s amazing.  The metal chain dresses 
it up! 

https://www2.hm.com/en_us/productpage.0853325003.html 

Bright and bold – If you DO like bright colors, this orange hued circular bag might be for you!  It 
will go with ALL of your denim, navy, white, neutrals – and add a true pop of color!  Or if you 
don’t like orange, choose the blue.  So cute, from Nordstrom! 

https://shop.nordstrom.com/s/mali-lili-shania-vegan-leather-crossbody-
bag/5244151/lite?origin=coordinating-5244151-0-2-PDP_AV.MPDP_AV_INSIZE-recbot-
also_viewed&recs_placement=PDP_AV.MPDP_AV_INSIZE&recs_strategy=also_viewed&recs_
source=recbot&recs_page_type=product&recs_seed=5240881 

Geometric Rattan – I had to include another straw bag because of the price AND the details, 
from Amazon!  I just ordered this for myself!  Be sure and read about options of handles and the 
cute drawstring bag inside!   

https://www.zara.com/us/en/pleated-bucket-bag-p16450510.html?v1=40050255&v2=1445798
https://www.marksandspencer.com/us/canvas-cross-body-bag/p/000000000060371389.html
https://www.target.com/p/mini-sling-pack-wild-fable-8482-green/-/A-78443636
https://www2.hm.com/en_us/productpage.0853325003.html
https://shop.nordstrom.com/s/mali-lili-shania-vegan-leather-crossbody-bag/5244151/lite?origin=coordinating-5244151-0-2-PDP_AV.MPDP_AV_INSIZE-recbot-also_viewed&recs_placement=PDP_AV.MPDP_AV_INSIZE&recs_strategy=also_viewed&recs_source=recbot&recs_page_type=product&recs_seed=5240881
https://shop.nordstrom.com/s/mali-lili-shania-vegan-leather-crossbody-bag/5244151/lite?origin=coordinating-5244151-0-2-PDP_AV.MPDP_AV_INSIZE-recbot-also_viewed&recs_placement=PDP_AV.MPDP_AV_INSIZE&recs_strategy=also_viewed&recs_source=recbot&recs_page_type=product&recs_seed=5240881
https://shop.nordstrom.com/s/mali-lili-shania-vegan-leather-crossbody-bag/5244151/lite?origin=coordinating-5244151-0-2-PDP_AV.MPDP_AV_INSIZE-recbot-also_viewed&recs_placement=PDP_AV.MPDP_AV_INSIZE&recs_strategy=also_viewed&recs_source=recbot&recs_page_type=product&recs_seed=5240881
https://shop.nordstrom.com/s/mali-lili-shania-vegan-leather-crossbody-bag/5244151/lite?origin=coordinating-5244151-0-2-PDP_AV.MPDP_AV_INSIZE-recbot-also_viewed&recs_placement=PDP_AV.MPDP_AV_INSIZE&recs_strategy=also_viewed&recs_source=recbot&recs_page_type=product&recs_seed=5240881


https://www.amazon.com/Crossbody-Handmade-Handbag-Handbags-Beige-
1/dp/B07S5ZM37R/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=straw%2Bbag&m=A37DQI88PLL947&qid=
1581426259&s=merchant-items&sr=1-1&th=1 

Tobacco Tote – Nothing says spring like a fun tote in a pretty spring hue, and this one from Old 
Navy is simply practical and cute!  They even show you how to put together outfits to go with 
this bag – how fun is that? 

https://oldnavy.gap.com/browse/product.do?pid=452479012&pcid=999&vid=1#pdp-page-
content 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Crossbody-Handmade-Handbag-Handbags-Beige-1/dp/B07S5ZM37R/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=straw%2Bbag&m=A37DQI88PLL947&qid=1581426259&s=merchant-items&sr=1-1&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Crossbody-Handmade-Handbag-Handbags-Beige-1/dp/B07S5ZM37R/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=straw%2Bbag&m=A37DQI88PLL947&qid=1581426259&s=merchant-items&sr=1-1&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Crossbody-Handmade-Handbag-Handbags-Beige-1/dp/B07S5ZM37R/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=straw%2Bbag&m=A37DQI88PLL947&qid=1581426259&s=merchant-items&sr=1-1&th=1
https://oldnavy.gap.com/browse/product.do?pid=452479012&pcid=999&vid=1#pdp-page-content
https://oldnavy.gap.com/browse/product.do?pid=452479012&pcid=999&vid=1#pdp-page-content


Seven for You – Spring Cleaners – by Marcy Lytle 

It’s that time of year for preparing our homes for the next season, now that winter is coming to 
an end…and we want to start opening windows and breathing fresh air and enjoying sunshine 
that streams in to make us smile!  We asked our panel of readers to share with us their favorite 
cleaning products and why they like them.  Check out their answers and try one this season! 

I have three cleaning products that are helpful.  Two make cleaning easier and the last one is 
helpful for the budget.  I like the Libman Wonder Mop because it is easy to ring out and the 
mop head is washable and/or replaceable. I love the Swiffer duster.  It makes dusting so easy. 
And the third product is a recipe for economical laundry detergent. It’s a little expensive at first, 
but lasts a long time. (see pic) 
 
https://www.walmart.com/ip/Libman-Wonder-Mop/15716680 
https://www.walmart.com/ip/Swiffer-Dusters-Dusting-Kit-1-Handle-5-Dusters/11027564 

Most of my cleaners are basic name brands or Costco (Kirkland). However, I do use Meyer’s in 
the kitchen – love their products. So many scents and natural scents too – basil, lemon verbena, 
and lavender for example. They are aroma-therapeutic household products and are gentle on 
the home and hand.  
  
I'm an old soul so I still prefer the old cleaners like Windex and Lysol. They've been around 
and worked a long time, sort of like me. I use the Windex Original on my windows with old 
newspapers to keep it from streaking and the Windex Multi-surface for my kitchen countertops 
with a wash rag. There are a lot of new good cleaners out there but, for me, these are tried and 
true!  

This one is easy. Laundry is All Free and Clear liquid, Borax and for stains, Fels Naptha bar. 
Dishwasher is Finish tablets. For everything else, it's a mix of white vinegar, Dawn dish soap 
and water in a sprayer. I also have one with just vinegar and water.  I keep Bar Keepers Friend 
for tough kitchen jobs but it's rare. I use Lysol wipes to spot clean the bathrooms sometimes 
but I do not buy any other cleaning products. 

https://www.amazon.com/Fels-Naptha-Laundry-Stain-Remover/dp/B0063KXEIG 

https://www.amazon.com/all-Laundry-Detergent-Sensitive-Concentrated/dp/B07GWW54HL 

Of course, I have to give props to my mom (she owns a cleaning business!) for this one, but 
Dawn dish soap and vinegar works WONDERS for the toilet and shower/bathtub! You just put 
half and half in a spray bottle and when you go to use it, lightly mix it, spray it on the surface, 
and scrub away! It's also non-toxic which I love so that I'm not breathing in any harmful 
chemicals while cleaning. 

This DIY cleaning tool has simplified bathroom cleaning for both my husband and me. I’ve 
become more aware of harmful chemicals in a lot of pre-made products and this formula gives 
me peace of mind about cleaning with a little lady in the house. It includes equal parts Dawn 
dish soap and White Vinegar and is so versatile that I use it on every surface of the bathroom. 
You can even pour a little from the wand into the toilet bowl to swish around with your toilet 
brush! Feel free to add in a drop or two of your favorite essential oil to enhance the aroma!  

https://www.walmart.com/ip/Libman-Wonder-Mop/15716680
https://www.walmart.com/ip/Swiffer-Dusters-Dusting-Kit-1-Handle-5-Dusters/11027564
https://www.amazon.com/Fels-Naptha-Laundry-Stain-Remover/dp/B0063KXEIG
https://www.amazon.com/all-Laundry-Detergent-Sensitive-Concentrated/dp/B07GWW54HL


I just started using Dropps for the washer, little pods delivered in an eco-friendly box.  Mrs. 
Meyers is my choice for surface cleaners, Comet for the toilet.  I just use Costco dishwasher 
detergent and Bona as a floor cleaner! I’m trying to use products that have fewer fumes and 
additives. With the laundry pods, they are delivered by mail every month and there is no large 
plastic jug to have to dispose of afterwards. 

https://www.dropps.com/ 

https://us.bona.com/home.html 

I have ordered some of the supplies (toilet cleaner) from a company called Grove 
Collaborative.  They have some interesting items and I have purchased some other things from 
them.  I basically go back to my old standby of Bon Ami & Pine Sol.  But you can buy Mrs. 
Meyer's hand soap and dish soap at a lower cost.  I have tried their bamboo paper towels and 
toilet tissue but they just don't work for me.  Probably good for environment, but my husband 
refuses to use the toilet tissue!  Washer detergent is All Free & Clear, as it doesn’t irritate my 
husband’s sensitive skin. Finish is my choice for the dishwasher, and just a small amount of 
dish soap water for our floors! 

https://www.grove.co/ 

I recently discovered Frey detergent for the washer. The scent is amazing, and it is 
concentrated, so it only takes up a little space in a small bottle with a pump dispenser.  It can be 
ordered online, and comes in a beautiful box.  They have other products as well, including 
shampoo – which I love.  There are two scents and both are awesome. 

https://frey.com/ 

I use Method soap for dishes, because it comes in an orange hue and looks pretty on my 
counter – yes – that’s important!  However, it works well!  And Finish is also my choice for the 
dishwasher.  For surface cleaning, I use Lysol wipes.  I’m open to trying something new, though! 

Gain is my detergent for the wash, because it smells so good, and I love Dawn pods for the 
dishwasher – it’s a super anti-greaser!  I use Thieves (from Young Living) for almost everything, 
as a daily cleaner for the bathroom and the kitchen.  It smells amazing and is made with 
essential oils, so I fell as if it’s a healthier choice.  SOS pad are great for scrubbing hard spots, 
and I mop our hardwood floors with Old English!  I use Swiffer sheets for quick cleanings. The 
toilet?  I like the Clorox toilet cleaner with bleach. 

https://www.youngliving.com/en_US/products/thieves-essential-oil-blend  

https://www.amazon.com/Hoover-40303036-English-Cleaning-Concentrate/dp/B0002JE8UC 

 

https://www.dropps.com/
https://us.bona.com/home.html
https://www.grove.co/
https://frey.com/
https://www.youngliving.com/en_US/products/thieves-essential-oil-blend
https://www.amazon.com/Hoover-40303036-English-Cleaning-Concentrate/dp/B0002JE8UC


 

Selah’s Style – Mireya & Deuce  

When Mireya was born, her mom just couldn't believe that she deserved such a gift. “She is the 
daughter I always dreamed of,” says Chelsea. Mireya is sweet, beautiful and sensitive to the 
feelings of others. She loves music! Her mom is constantly adding new songs to her Spotify 
playlist that she thinks she will like. She learns the lyrics and started matching pitch at around 
two years old. She also has a sassy side and is not afraid to show it. 
 
Dominique (we call him Deuce since he has his father's name) is the cool laid back child that his 
parents did not know they needed. He started sleeping through the night at around eight weeks, 
which was when his had to go back to work. Friends and family say that they can't believe how 
Deuce just goes with the flow. Unlike his sister, Deuce LOVES food. He will try anything that 
he’s given to eat and he rarely tastes a food that he does not like. Like his sister, he is sweet. 
He loves to wrestle, snuggle, and run around the house in his diaper. 
 

Just a normal day watching cartoons before school! This outfit is Carter's 

Reya wore this dress for her 4th birthday. She picked it out at the store all by herself. This dress 
is from Burlington. 

The shark jacket is from Old Navy.  The appeal is pretty obvious, don’t you think? 

Reya received this dress on her 3rd birthday as a gift. She was so excited to wear it for family 
pictures because it had "sleeves like Mayah" - her big sister. 

What a ladies' man! This was taken at our family photo shoot. The shirt is Carter's and the pants 
are JCPenney. 

This NASA shirt was a birthday gift from my cousin who is a NASA enthusiast. Shirt is Target 
and pants are Carter's. 

Mireya LOVES her hair and always wants to wear it down. Her mom prayed for those gorgeous 
curls and she’s so happy she loves them as much as her mom does! 

This was Reya's first day of pre-K. She loves silly poses and her elephant backpack. Skirt is 
from Crazy 8 and backpack is from the Waco Zoo. 

Reya is a big fan of "pink tails." Her mom enjoys finding holiday themed bows and clothes and 
Reya never disappoints when it comes to posing. This top is from Old Navy and hair ties are 
from Wal Mart. 



In the Kitchen – Popcorn, Anyone? – by Marcy Lytle 

I love popcorn, and it seems most people do!  I love it plain, most of all, when we go to the 
theater or watch a movie at home.  However, I’ve been trying some flavored popcorn lately, to 
vary up our stash that we take with us, and it’s been good!   I’m sharing this month some 
popcorn recipes you might want to include next time you and yours sit down to enjoy a 
wonderful film together: 

Popcorn Salsa 

This may not “sound” good to you, but trust me – it is!  The key is to use smaller popcorn 
kernels (not the big fluffy kind) and to keep the popcorn from getting soggy.  I modified the 
recipe I had used before, and came up with a combo that works.  And yes, you eat it with tortilla 
chips! 

• 1 quart freshly popped popcorn 
• Diced peppers (green, yellow, red) 
• Diced celery 
• Chopped cilantro 
• Pepitas  
• Himalayan pink salt, wet with lime juice 

Stir all ingredients together, then sprinkle with the wet salt – just pinch and drop it in – then toss 
gently. 

Nutty Bites 

I didn’t quite get the consistency right when I made the mixture, but after it sat a while, the 
popcorn dried and we were able to enjoy.  The flavors were delicious, and it’s quite rich!  
Enjoy… 

• 1 quart freshly popped popcorn 
• ½ cup granulated sugar 
• ½ cup whole, shelled pistachios 
• ½ cup toasted flaked almonds 
• Few drops of almond extract 

Dissolve the sugar in a heavy bottomed pan with 2/3 c water over gentle heat, stirring.  When 
sugar melts, bring to a boil and cook 3 minutes or until a light syrup as formed (Mine didn’t form 
at 3 minutes, so this may take a bit longer). Remove from heat and stir in the nuts and almond 
extract.  Let cool slightly.  Gently stir in the popcorn and let cool a bit before eating. 

Chocolate Peanut Popcorn 

This mixture is SO TASTY but can be messy unless the chocolate is allowed to harden.  I even 
put the mixture in the fridge and that worked well!   



• 2 T vegetable oil 
• 1/3 cup popcorn kernels 
• 2 T unsalted butter 
• ½ cup toffee chips 
• ½ cup honey roasted peanuts 
• 1 cup semisweet chocolate chips 

Combine the oil and 1 kernel in heavy pot over high heat, cover.  When it pops, add the rest of 
the kernels, partially cover and cook, shaking the pot – until you no longer hear popping.  
Remove from heat and spread the popcorn on a baking sheet. 

In same pot, melt the butter over medium heat and add the toffee chips and peanuts, stirring 
about 2 minutes.  Pour over the popcorn, use rubber spatula to toss and evenly coat. 

Put chocolate chips in microwave safe bowl and microwave at 30 sec intervals, stirring, til 
melted.  Dip a whisk in the melted chocolate and drizzle over popcorn.  Let harden before 
serving. 

I have this cookbook called The Hoppin and Poppin Popcorn Cookbook that has so many 
recipes for popcorn – some that look amazing – and some I still haven’t been willing to try!  
However, we’ve begun branching out with popcorn and have found it to be so versatile and 
flavorful when combined with other ingredients! Happy popping! 

Dill Popcorn 

I love the flavor of dill and used to get a huge dill pickle to enjoy with theater popcorn.  Now, we 
pop our popcorn at home and take it with us to the theater in big ziplock bags.  This tasty flavor 
combo gives the zing of the pickle and the flavor of the dill…try it!   

• 1 T sea salt 
• 1 ½ tsp dried dill 
• ½ t coriander 
• ¾ t garlic powder 
• ½ t light mustard seeds 
• ½ t onion powder 
• 1 t dill seed 
• ½ t citric acid (found it in the pickling ingredients at the store) 

Mix all of the spices together in a bowl and just press down on the seeds as you mix. (Or you 
can pulse together in a spice grinder) 

Spray your popcorn lightly with cooking spray or butter.  Sprinkle the mix over top and toss. 

Enjoy! 



Tried and True – Trays! – by Marcy Lytle 

I recently read an article and watched a video about how to use trays for decorating in your 
house!  I loved it and was hooked from the get-go.  I realized I had some trays I could use, and 
that I wanted to purchase a few more, and then set them for styling, organizing and decorating.  
They work and they’re a fairly inexpensive way to re-do and up-do a room!   

Here are a few ideas of how to use trays on your tables or shelves or counters, for a tiny little 
spark of something new this spring: 

In a corner – In the kitchen, try arranging 3 large glass jars with neutral ingredients like pasta, 
popcorn or granola, and then place lemons or oranges for a final touch.  This tray I found at 
Target on clearance, and I love the simplicity yet prettiness of it! 

Behind the sofa – We recently moved a table to right behind our sofa and I placed this tray I 
already had in the center, again with three items.  Three is a good number for a grouping.  This 
tray is from Nadeau.  They have the coolest accessories. 

https://www.furniturewithasoul.com/austin/ 

By the coffee pot – This tiny tray is from the dollar store and holds his morning mug and 
honey.  Looks cute, and stays so neat! 

On top of the fridge – I found these trays at Party City for $3.99 each and use them for when 
we want to eat on our laps.  They hold a couple of small plates and a drink and being plain 
white, I can dress them up with all colors of napkins!  We just store them on the top of the fridge 
until we need them! 

https://www.partycity.com/white-plastic-rectangular-platter-685380.html 

By the stove – I found this long tray at Marshalls and use it to house my olive oil and cooking 
utensils.  It looks so pretty sitting there, and it’s easy to move to the other side, should I need 
the counter space. 

Against a wall – I have this large tray, cutting board, cheese board – whatever you want to call 
it.  It’s for décor against the wall, and we use it as a big dessert board when hosting guests for a 
party!  Works great! 

Tiers of trays – This cute cart is also from Marshalls and it has been a dream!  The top tray is 
for veggies and fruit, the middle and bottom to house a few appliances so that my pantry 
shelves are free. 

https://www.marshalls.com/us/store/shop/?_dyncharset=utf-
8&initSubmit=true&Ntt=cart&qfh_sch=Search 

As a base – This is another board I had, and I’m using it as a tray to hold a vase, a succulent, 
and a candle.  I love all the wood accents in the kitchen that using wood trays and boards bring! 

https://www.furniturewithasoul.com/austin/
https://www.partycity.com/white-plastic-rectangular-platter-685380.html
https://www.marshalls.com/us/store/shop/?_dyncharset=utf-8&initSubmit=true&Ntt=cart&qfh_sch=Search
https://www.marshalls.com/us/store/shop/?_dyncharset=utf-8&initSubmit=true&Ntt=cart&qfh_sch=Search


See what trays you already have, shop around for a few new ones, and start organizing and 
decorating.  See what you can do to bring a little newness to your space that makes you smile… 

 

 



 



PRACTICAL PARENTING – YOUR SIDEWALKS – by Marcy Lytle 

We recently attended a funeral and the priest spoke about paths.  It was an unusual topic for a 
funeral, so I thought, but I was intrigued – because I like unusual!  He mentioned a high school 
in our area that waited to lay its sidewalks when the school was built, until the crew observed 
how the students and faculty walked and the paths they took.  What an interesting concept! 

After well-worn trails were visible, the contractors came along and laid the sidewalks and the 
paths were set.  And as the school grew and rains poured and mud appeared, the sidewalks 
were widened to accommodate the growth. 

His reason for this story was to say that we all lay paths in life.  As parents, our kiddos watch 
and see the paths we walk. 

• They see if we walk to a place of solitude and drop to our knees in worship and prayer, 
or walk outside to shake our fists in the air. 

• They see if we run to spread rumors when we get a phone call about those people and 
what they did or we walk in the sunshine and speak words of blessing. 

• They see if we are diligent to make a pathway toward holiness by our attitudes and 
actions, or if we succumb to dark paths where no one can see us. 

• They see if we walk to a neighbor’s aid when in need or walk to shut our blinds so we 
can’t see. 

• They see the places we frequent the most, for self-help or giving selflessly. 
• They see the roads we travel to get to a place of happiness and peace, through external 

pleasures or internal worship and praise. 
• They see how often we invite another to walk the same sidewalks we walk, as we place 

our arms around them, or whether we narrow our steps so no one can join… 

It’s daunting isn’t it?  Our kiddos, from the time they can open their eyes and recognize our 
faces, start following us.  Babies follow our paths across the room and smile when we reenter 
their vision again.  Toddlers watch our paths out doors and across streets and run after us, as 
we insist that they hold our hands and be careful and look before crossing.  As long as our kids 
live under our roofs, they will see the sidewalks and paths we’ve laid by walking in consistency 
to the places and spaces we go. 

I have thought about that sermon for a few days now, and the visual of students walking and 
taking paths, and then the concrete being laid, has stuck with me.  It needs to stick with all of us 
as parents, grandparents, aunts, and uncles.  We need to think about why we cross through that 
piece of land over there, under those trees and around that barrier, to get to our destination.  
We need to see if there are shorter and safer routes to peace and happiness that will bring life 
and purpose to those watching us.  And by all means, we need to widen our paths to include 
others so that they don’t have to walk in the mud when it rains. 

Where do your sidewalks lead?  Why do you walk that direction? Look behind you, because 
they’re watching and waiting and deciding whether or not they want to walk on those paths or 
not…depending on where they lead and how you appear when you arrive. 



And if you have this crazy maze of trails and broken concrete over which you’ve walked for 
years that you’d rather your kids not experience, then start walking straighter and taller and 
toward life and peace.  You still have time to redirect their paths, as you redirect yours… 

Proverbs 3:5, 6 

Trust in the LORD with all your heart 
    and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways submit to him, 

    and he will make your paths straight. 

 



I Don’t Do Teens – Their Language – by Marcy Lytle 

You know that book 5 Love Languages – it’s so popular for couples.  But there are also 
languages our teens speak that we can learn, if we notice, pray and notice some more.  Their 
body language, facial expressions, words they say or don’t say, and their actions all are 
speaking loudly.  Sometimes it’s deafening and we want to just run away and hide, but more 
often than not they’re crying out for someone to understand their language… 

Eye rolling – Pretty sure this might be the most common facial expression our teens give us, 
either in our presence or when they walk away. It’s saying, “This is dumb and so are you,” more 
or less.  Do we let it slide or say something?  It’s a good time to talk about respect.  While it’s 
true that they can still give us eye rolls in their minds, it’s helpful to have a conversation about 
that attitude.  Use non-accusatory language and never attack your teen’s character, but ask 
them and listen to their answer, about why they are giving you the roll. 

Lip biting – Little kids often bite their lips when they’re nervous, and that emotion is still there in 
their teens.  If we see nervousness displayed in any way, before a test, a date or prior to a 
performance or a game – we can stop and pray peace over them.  Speak scripture and give 
them hope, and remind them that He is always near, and so are you. 

Patterns of attitude – Hopefully we are not too busy or focused on our own work or phone or 
life to see patterns in our teens.  If they always cop an attitude after being with a particular peer, 
we can sit down and ask why.  If he’s moody and rude every morning, maybe we need to check 
and look at his sleep patterns and time that he’s actually sleeping.  If she’s defiant every time 
we insist on a clean room, we need to have a talk and discuss ways to change.  Patterns are 
telling… 

Smart mouth – Our reaction to this might be a desire to scream or demean or threaten 
something crazy, but gentle correction is always a good option.  I read in a Focus on the Family 
article that one mom says, “You need to circle ’round the airport and land that plane again,” 
when her teen talks back.  A soft answer turns away wrath, is what the Good Book says. So we 
can try it, and pray, and try it again. 

Boredom and listlessness – Teens often just hang around and become grumblers and 
complainers, often because they want to do something, go somewhere or figure out their 
purpose. It’s NOT true that we need to back off from our teens just because they’re not kiddos 
anymore.  Invite him/her to go with you to plan a meal at the store, to ride a bike, or to watch a 
show.  Make eye contact and truly enjoy their presence, not using time together to correct or 
instruct.  Just hang with them. 

Stammering or talking too much – Often this signals lying from our teens.  We need to take 
notice the first time this occurs.  If our kids are lying, they’re either disobeying and/or afraid to 
tell us the truth.  It’s probably a given that all kids will lie at some point, to their parents.  They 
will test the water to see how deep they can go.  We need to be aware and care, and get to the 
root of why they feel the need to lie.  And we need to stay tuned to really hear what they’re 
saying and why they’re doing what they do. 



Defiant arm crossing – This is a scary one, isn’t it?  When our kids are so angry or so 
frustrated with our parenting that they stand close in defense, as if they’re going to strike, it’s not 
an easy situation to handle.  Rather than standing and shaking a finger in their face, we too 
need to gather our senses and calm down before correcting.  Maybe time apart needs to take 
place so thoughts can be collected, and arms can then unfold and embrace.  

All of the above can get out of control quickly in our teens.  And teens try parents’ patience, for 
sure.  They give us gray hairs and sour stomachs.  Some teens need help from outside 
influences like teachers, counselors or pastors, because they just do.  Let them seek that help, 
and don’t feel bad that you can’t solve all of their problems.  Some teens respond to quiet 
correction and reasoning, others have to suffer consequences.  All teens are different. 

However, the one way we parents can remain consistent is by praying, observing, 
communication and loving well, even when he slams the door or she stomps away.  It’s hard, 
and we too need the support of other friends, praying friends, and our loving heavenly Father.  
He really does care, and once we take their body language concerns to Him, he’s promised to 
love them and pursue them with his goodness and mercy – all the days of their lives – when we 
offer them to Him.  It’s one of the hardest parts of parenting – raising teens to mature adults. 
And it’s not up to us to be perfect, their best friend, or to know just what to do in every situation.   

Ease up on yourself, breathe deep, and let a long sigh…and lift your own eyes to the sky.  He’s 
listening and He cares. 



An Adage a Day - The Wildflowers of My Youth – by Carole Gilbert 
 
When I started this column last September, “Pretty is as pretty does,” was one of the proverbs 
listed in the comments when you were asked to share an adage, saying, proverb, or quote you 
liked. This proverb has been around since the 14th century and started in the version of 
“Handsome is as handsome does” and we all know the version made famous by Forrest Gump, 
“Stupid is as stupid does.” I can just hear him say it, with the emphasis on the words, “is” and 
“does.”  
 
Another one was, “Beauty is only skin deep.” This proverb was first written in a poem by 
Thomas Overbury around 1613 titled, A Wife. The poem stated, “All the carnal beauty of my 
wife is but skin-deep.” In this poem he describes what he feels a man should expect from his 
wife. Unfortunately, especially for him, his poem was not well received and is even attributed 
largely in his murder shortly thereafter. Wow, those were the times! 
 
These two go hand in hand. They both refer to what you see is not always what is real or true. 
The true characteristics of a person are revealed by their actions from the heart. In other words, 
we aren't to judge a book by its cover but look to the inside for its real value. These are also the 
topic for this month, along with one of my favorites, “Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.”  
 
This phrase has been around in some way or another since the 3rd century B.C. but it was first 
used as the way we know it and written in 1878 by author Margaret Wolfe Hungerford in her 
book, Molly Bawn. It basically means we’re all different and we all see things differently. If we 
could only let each other have our own perceptions and be respectful of them, then we might 
see some things differently ourselves. I find it interesting how these idioms, adages, proverbs, 
and quotes go on through the ages. They might be changed a little depending on the culture, 
but the meaning remains basically the same.  
 
I, myself, learned these firsthand together in a very odd way. I had a beautiful flower garden 
when I was little girl and I would go and sit and be like Ferdinand, the Bull, and just smell the 
flowers. Unfortunately, not everyone thought my garden was pretty. You see, my flower garden 
was actually a bunch of flowering weeds that had grown up around a pile of bricks.  
 
We lived way out in the country so no one cared about the bricks but some did care about my 
flowering weeds! Remember, beauty is in the eye of the beholder and it was all very simple to 
me. Those flowers were beautiful, they were mine and they weren’t to be picked! And like the 
proverb, “Pretty is as pretty does,” my “prettiness” was ready to come out when someone got 
close to picking my flowers. 
 
Our neighbors had a cousin who wanted nothing more than to pick my flowers every time she 
came to visit. She didn’t want to pick them to put in a vase. She wanted to pick them to throw on 
the ground and make me mad. The one time I decided to stop her I came up behind her and 
raised my hand to slap her on the back as hard as I could. Of course, my mom was in the 
doorway of our house watching the entire chain of events and stopped me just in time. “Carole 



Lynn! Come here now!” That’s all it took and I knew what was going to happen next. As I 
pleaded with my mom that my retaliation was warranted she impressed upon me, especially my 
behind, that “pretty is as pretty does.” And I didn’t look very pretty that day!  
 
I’m back living in the country and have been on this dead end street for twenty years. The wind 
blows, the hot sun beats down, and my patio area will never be as lush as others I’ve seen and 
would like. My backyard won’t even produce wild flowers! But, like the wildflowers of my youth, I 
still see the beauty in it. It’s what God has given me and I’m eternally grateful. It may not seem 
beautiful to others, and I might feel the same about something of theirs, but “Beauty is in the eye 
of the beholder” and should not be criticized, looked down upon, or picked. So I’ll oooh and 
ahhh at those other yards and then go home and love what I have. 
 
If we look at these proverbs on a personal note with all the products, all the advice, and all the 
examples of what makes a woman beautiful today, we can get taken down a very wrong path, 
an outward path instead of inward. These things are fine and dandy as long as we remember it 
doesn’t matter what we put on, what we try, or who we listen to. True beauty comes from within. 
 
I love the verse 1 Peter 3:3-4, “Your beauty should not come from outward adornment, such as 
braided hair and the wearing of gold jewelry and fine clothes. Instead, it should be that of your 
inner self, the unfading beauty of a gentle and quiet spirit, which is of great worth in God’s 
sight.”  
 
 



 

Tiny Living – Ready for Heat – by Leyanne Enterline 

We’re closer to spring! Praise the Lord!  

I am a Texas girl and love our HEAT! I feel like this has been a pretty chilly winter!  

With the cold weather comes our wars with the heater in our tiny space. The boys and I are 
pretty cold natured and Brian is always HOT! So we have some problems. I keep the heat on all 
day if we’re at home which causes our propane to run out (of course, in the middle of the night) 
so we are all icicles until Brian decides to go out and change the tank. I feel horrible that he has 
to do that. Just like sickness with kids happens in the dead of night, why does the propane tank 
run out in the middle of the night, too?  

Brian told me, “No more heater all day!” He said I needed to get those space heater things 
instead. Not to mention the fact that propane is not cheap when you have to buy it every other 
week! This is a pain in the butt. Brian has to load up three large tanks and haul them over to the 
gas station and pray that someone wants to come out and fill them up. If there is the slightest bit 
of precipitation or if it’s before 10am or after 5pm, or the weekend, they won’t fill it! So you have 
to hit the timing just right!  

So…space heaters we got!  

We have three of them, and all three of us (besides Brian) are almost sitting on top of them in 
the mornings. I am afraid one of us is going to get electrocuted or catch on fire! We need to 
scoot back! We try to dress in layers with thick socks and beanies, but that’s quite a bit to put on 
when we first wake up. The heaters are plugged in immediately, instead. I also sleep with ski 
socks, heating pad and a heated blanket. For real, people, it’s that cold! I guess it’s because a 
trailer is not quite insulated like a house is, so it does not stay warm.  

To all that I say, “Please Lord, bring our heat back again! I love it and will not complain about 
our 100 degree days!” 



A Night to Remember – Friday the 13th – by Marcy Lytle 

There’s a Friday the 13th in March this year, so why not talk to our kiddos about superstitions?  
After all, do bad things really happen on Friday the 13th?  If they haven’t heard it already, they 
will start to hear about sayings and things people believe that are silly and absurd.  Some 
say…that the fear of the 13th began back in Jesus’ day when Judas was the 13th person at the 
table on the Friday before the resurrection. What? 

Whatever the origin, we know that superstitions are not based on anything to fear.  In fact, there 
is no reason to live in fear, and our kids need to be taught that now, before they grow to invite 
fear as a friend.  Fear is NOT a friend, and we need to tell them why… 

Let’s look at some silly superstitions and banish fear!  Scroll down and cut out the pictures and 
lay them out on the table. Let the kids draw one as you talk and learn, and enjoy a fun snack 
together.   

First let’s define luck – it’s thinking things occur or don’t occur in our life just due to an accident 
or something random like rubbing a rabbit’s foot.  Yes, some people carry a rabbit’s foot in their 
pocket to bring them good luck, but all it brings is a dirty pocket! 

Step on a crack, break your mother’s back – this is meant to say that if you step on a crack in 
the sidewalk then bad luck will happen.  Is there such a thing as bad luck, to those who follow 
Jesus? No way.  The Bible says in this world we will have trials (hard things) but they are NOT 
due to bad luck.  Bad things do happen, but God has already promised to work everything 
together for good and give us the hope of healing and a forever home without any pain or 
sorrow! (Romans 8:28) 

Don’t walk under a ladder!  Supposedly, criminals had to walk under a ladder on their way to the 
gallows a long time ago.  All sorts of phrases and things people say are rooted in stories that 
have nothing to do with our lives today.  It might be wise to avoid the ladder in case it falls, but 
walking under a ladder won’t bring us all sorts of woes.  It’s good counsel to listen to sound 
wisdom (like look before you cross a street) but not silly sayings. (Proverbs 8:17) 

A broken mirror brings 7 years of bad luck – Remember when Snow White peered into the 
mirror to ask “Who’s the fairest of them all?”  An evil witch looked back at her.   People in 
ancient times actually consulted mirrors about their lives – isn’t that crazy?  The only mirror we 
need to consult is God’s word that tells us that we are beautifully and wonderfully made, and our 
future is secure. (Psalm 139:14) 

Black cats on your path are bad luck – Black cats were thought to house evil spirits and 
therefore if they crossed your path, they brought evil into your lives.  Cats are just cats.  And we 
carry God’s spirit in us that enables us to walk without fear on any path he leads us.  Black, 
yellow, white – it doesn’t matter – cats are just animals that God created to make us smile.  
Never be afraid of what people say…and walk on His paths without fear. (Proverbs 3:5, 6) 

Knock on wood if you want something good to happen – People used to believe that kind spirits 
lived in wood so if they knocked, the kind spirit would make something nice happen.  It’s silly to 



think that something that has no breath can live and do anything at all.  It’s just not true!  
Knocking on wood should only be done when we’re knocking to enter a door to visit a friend.  
And when we ask, seek, and knock in prayer. (Matthew 7:7) 

Find a penny pick it up, and have good luck – Somehow people began believing that if they 
stopped to pick up the smallest denomination of coin they would have good luck.  Who knows 
why they believed that?  Finding a penny might be fun, but everything cost more than a penny, 
that’s for sure!  Saving pennies, and then giving them away, now that’s a wise thing to do. (Mark 
12:41-44) 

How do people start believing these silly sayings?  It seems that someone starts it and others 
follow.  We have to be careful about who we listen to and what we follow as truth.  The only 
truth about who God is and how he cares for us is found in His word.   We have to read about 
his character and his care over our lives.   

He isn’t about bringing us “good luck” so that we can have a life where we win at everything we 
do.  He’s about making us into his image of a caring, loving, whole individual without fear and 
without sin, able to live in peace and joy for all eternity. And that doesn’t happen by hoping for 
good luck and avoiding back luck, but by simply believing in Jesus and loving him with all our 
hearts.  He has then promised to be with us in every hard time, carry us through, and meet ALL 
of our needs.  

And that’s the truth!  

 

                                 



                           

                        



 



 

Strengthening Your Core –– The Portal - by Marcy Lytle 

What has strengthened you spiritually more than anything in your life?   

• Was it a good sermon? Or do you usually forget the topic an hour after the last amen? 
• Was it a seminar or conference you attended where emotions ran high for a weekend? 
• Was it having all of your prayers answered and having plenty of money in the bank? 
• Was it a book you read with stirring stories that made you weep? 

As I think about myself and my growth, none of the above would be the answer.  I think sermons 
are awesome and stirring, conferences can provide lessons to learn, answered prayers bring 
happiness for a while, and books and their messages can move my emotions. 

But what has strengthened me spiritually more than anything else? 

Let me tell you three things: 

When we lost our home, which is a story I’ve relayed so often to friends, it was perhaps one of 
the most trying times, as I was embarrassed, disappointed, and felt like a failure.  However, 
decades later that experience has provided me with empathy for those suffering financial 
struggles in a way I did not before – back when I was haughty and proud. 

When I began to see that I was destroying my relationship with my  husband by being sarcastic 
and demeaning in my conversation, and realized that God could really take care of him and I 
didn’t need to shake a constant finger in his face, my eyes were opened.  I fell in love all over 
again and saw him in a whole new way.  He’s quite handsome, by the way. 

When I have experienced forgiveness over and over again for misspoken words, unkind deeds, 
a cold heart, or a judgmental attitude and felt the love of God erase my mistakes – it’s flooded 
my insides with warm healing, like a soaking bath that heals every sore muscle.  He’s so good 
to me! 

It’s the losses, the eye-opening experiences and the mistakes that have caused me growth.  
Yes, I had to know the word and the character of God (that he provides, heals and forgives) – 
so that’s a huge foundation. But growth, real strength, and something I can pass on to my 
children and grandchildren? Those things have been seeded, watered and sprouted by pain and 
suffering. 

And yet…so many I’ve heard and known have suffered unbearable pain in this world that has 
nearly killed them. 

I don’t believe pain is meant to kill us.  In fact, God says he works ALL things together for 
GOOD.  He also says to count it all joy when we fall into trials and temptations, knowing that 
patience is being weaved into our hearts and souls. 



I don’t know where you are at the moment.  Maybe your strength is completely used up, you’re 
as weak as you’ve ever been, and you’re seriously about to give up on life and people and 
peace.  Find someone to talk to, listen to their stories of strength, lay down everything at his 
feet, and then just sit still. 

Strength may come slowly as you wait, or it may come as a burst of energy, as He pours. 

Either way, don’t look for your strength to endure through endless lessons, readings or social 
gatherings with others.  Establish your foundation by knowing God’s character (He is LOVE) 
and when you’re at your very weakest point, expect those seeds to sprout and eventually 
emerge under the sun.  And when you look down you’ll see that your roots grew exponentially 
as well, deep into good soil that will sustain you the rest of your life.   

I’m not sure that in our human form we can grow strong and tall any other way, than through the 
portal of pain.  

 

 



UPPER QUADRANT – Waiting in Line – by Marcy Lytle 

Do you remember your trips to amusement parks as a kid?  I remember them well.  It was 
always the hottest part of the summer, because we wanted to get in one last trip to Six Flags 
before school started.  There was always one particular roller coaster we wanted to ride, the 
wooden one that was rickety with lots of ups and downs, because it was the most thrilling.  And 
the craziest part of the whole experience was that we went knowing we’d have to stand in line… 

in the heat 

for a long time 

getting sunburned 

…but we did it.  Gladly, we stood there with our friends and chatted, rubbed on suntan lotion (or 
not, because we wanted that tan), drank water, and moved up toward the gate we entered to 
step into the car and go. 

That ride then began and it started with this big incline.  We knew what was coming and we 
anticipated it with a gasp, holding on for dear life, as we topped the highest point of the coaster 
and swoosh! Down we went, as our stomachs lifted and so did our butts off our seats, only we 
were fastened securely for the shortest, most thrilling, ride of our life.  That ride lasted all of 3 
minutes…after waiting for an hour or more in line. 

We did this every summer, without hesitation, because it was “fun.” 

I wouldn’t do that now, if you paid me. 

However, I was thinking this week about the phrase “waiting in line.”  That’s how it feels as we 
approach our older years.  We lost two good friends in the past six weeks, friends that were our 
age.  It stung.  It shocked.  And it hurt.  I saw all of us just waiting in this long line for our turn to 
ride that coaster to the sky.  Only the wait in this line isn’t one of merriment or mirth, while I chat 
with my friends.  I’ve found it to be one of fear and trepidation, hoping it’s NOT my turn to ride 
that coaster…just yet. I’ve got lots of living to do. 

Do you ever think that way?   

We’ve got grandkids to watch grow up, trips to take, life to live and give, and sunsets to enjoy.  
We are in no way interested in being “next” to step into that car and that incline up to the highest 
point, even though it’s supposed to be the “thrill of a lifetime” to enter those pearly gates and 
see His face. 

I was thinking about this as I went to bed last night, saddened by the news yesterday of another 
friend’s passing.  And we’re all in this waiting line, from the youngest to the eldest.  We know a 
little 3-year old girl that’s recently been diagnosed with cancer.  I have a 94-year old father 
whose time left in line is limited, for sure.  And here I stand waiting in line, somewhere between, 
or before…who knows? 



I felt a bit of shame yesterday at my resistance and unwillingness to be excited while waiting, 
because after all…I’ll see the one that saved my soul, died for me, and sustained me and met 
all of my needs while here on this earth.  And yet, I don’t want to see him just yet.  Not today or 
tomorrow.  And maybe not even when I realize I’m taking my final breath.   

I know our Father understands these feelings and fears, and only He knows the time we have 
on this earth.  He told me to pray about everything, give thanks, and rejoice while I’m standing in 
line. Then peace that passes all understanding will be mine.  He offered me peace in the 
waiting.  Not hot-baking sun or exhaustion in the wait…but peace. 

So here we all stand, waiting in line, and we have this choice.  We can recall those teen years 
and shake our heads at how dumb it seems now that we stood there and how scary it is now to 
stand here…or we can take him up on that offer to cast our cares on him and experience peace. 

I really want peace in the waiting, and anticipation as I move further up the line.  Don’t you?  It’s 
because that ride, so I read, is the ride of all rides and the thrill of all thrills, whether or not we 
can see it now through the dark glass through which we peer… 



Healthy Habits – Cleanliness – by Marcy Lytle 

We were hanging with the littles one night in February, writing things on paper hearts and 
hanging them on a wire (see the Family Devo in our archives!).  We posed the question, “What 
makes our heart dirty?” The oldest answered, “When we are bullied or we bully others.” And the 
littlest one replied, “When our skin gets dooouuty (dirty).”  We smiled at their answers, and then 
I started thinking about cleanliness in all areas of our lives and how it promotes good health! 

Make your bed – I know tons of people that don’t do this one.  However, I personally think there 
are so many healthy reasons to make your bed, and not just to make your room presentable.    
Making your bed gives you a sense of pride about your room, another sense of 
accomplishment, and makes your bed inviting when you return to it at night.  It’s a healthy 
happy heart that it creates! 

Cleanse your heart – It’s a good habit to daily think of things you thought, said or settled way 
deep in your heart that are making you sad or angry.  The only way to clean them out is to let 
Him take them from us and take care of what concerns us.  Imagine placing those frustrations in 
a big box and handing them to Him.  If we carry them, it only causes pain. 

Throw away old junk – Still have a rotten apple in a fridge drawer? Makeup that’s caked and 
hard?  Pens that don’t work?  Shoes you haven’t worn in 10 years?  Just start with one tiny 
place and toss the junk.  Seriously, when you’re done with all of the tossing you’ll feel 10 
pounds lighter in heart, body and soul, and your house will smell nicer, too. 

Cleanse your mind – Maybe you have these daily thoughts about yourself that are not nice.  
You think you’re not good enough, you’re getting too old, you don’t matter to anyone, and you’re 
always overlooked.  Those thoughts make us walk in shame with a slouchy disposition, which is 
not attractive to anyone – or ourselves!  Think on things that are true about yourself – you are 
loved, you have a purpose, He is good enough, and He sees all and cares.  Replace those 
negative thoughts, one by one. 

Wash your bedding – When is the last time you washed those comforters?  For me, I go way 
too long, because it’s a pain. But when I do, I’m so glad.  It’s like opening a window in the spring 
and letting fresh air blow across our rooms.  Splurge on a bedding scent if you wish, or even 
purchase a new set of sheets or a throw pillow.   

Cleanse your skin – Skin care is most important, more than the makeup we put on, over our 
skin.  Dirty skin doesn’t make a dirty heart, at least that’s what we told the 4-year old!  But dirty 
skin can cause a world of woes, from clogged pores to breakouts and more.  Establish a good 
face routine with a cleansing soap, toner and moisturizer, as well as a routine for your feet and 
hands.  Take the time to breathe and function clean… 

Prepare the porch – It’s March and spring days are coming for sitting outside sipping and 
snacking.  Is your porch a huge mess from the winter neglect?  Start now and clean it from top 
to bottom.  Get some lavender spray to keep for your chair pillows (it seems to work to keep 
squirrels and cats at bay!).  Wash down the furniture, sweep and organize.  Consider a few new 



plants, maybe a succulent array!  Place a centerpiece in the middle of your table, make the 
porch clean AND inviting to you and your family and guests. 

I suppose I could go on and on with ideas on places and hidden spaces to clean.  It gets quite 
overwhelming once the winter season is over, when we’ve sat by the fire, chilled, watched 
shows, and enjoyed not having to work hard in the yard and elsewhere.  But cleanliness, just 
one little space and place at a time, makes for a smile.  It really does.  I get these bursts of 
motivation to clean, and I have to act, because they come and go!  But after I’ve organized or 
cleaned even a small drawer, I feel like dancing.  And after I’ve laid down my heavy woes, the 
dancing also ensues. 

Maybe next month, we’ll look at the health that comes from dancing… 

 

 



 

Life Right Now – Spring Wall – by Bethany Gomez 

March means spring is officially here. It also means comfortable, beautiful weather, give or take 
a few  abnormal weather days, bluebonnet season, spring cleaning (if you’re into that), spring 
break if you are a student or teacher (I’m the latter), and new paintings for the collage wall. 

Back in December, a little before Christmas, I started a little project. There was this large, blank 
wall in the living room that needed something on it. My little sister had just given us some of her 
unused picture frames and I thought to myself, “Why not make a photo collage?” So I set about 
putting it together. I included several of the picture frames of varying sizes, two paintings on 
small canvases, a red berry wreath, and a small framed chalk board for a verse to be written on. 
My plan was to change out the photos occasionally, change the paintings and wreath 
seasonally, and change the verse whenever God leads. 

The paintings on display for the winter season were snowy scenes. I’m well aware that snow in 
central Texas is almost as rare as a spotted zebra, so I have to get a glimpse of it somehow, 
even if it doesn’t compare to the real stuff.  However, lo and behold, we got a dusting of snow 
last month! I bet you can guess this Texas native was beyond happy to see the white stuff. I’m 
also well aware that if I lived somewhere with a bunch of snow I would probably feel differently, 
but as of now that is not the case. I remain in an almost constant state of hopefulness for snow 
in the winter months here in Texas. 

Now that spring is here, guess what I will be painting on the two canvases for the collage wall? 
You guessed it. Flowers! But not just any flowers, Texas wildflowers, of course. I’m a very proud 
Texan if you haven’t already gathered. I’ve told God that if ever I were to move out of the state 
of Texas, He would have to speak very clearly to me to do so, because right now I can’t imagine 
living anywhere else. 

I really enjoy painting. I was thinking of how much God must’ve enjoyed creating the world. I 
have read the creation story countless times and I have always thought that creating the world 
was like a chore for God because it said he rested after He was finished. Chores are tiring, 
right? Now I’m under the impression that it may have still been tiring, but instead of a chore, it 
was an enjoyable, even fun, task for Him. I think He really enjoyed creating all the fantastic, 
beautiful things we see today, like the wildflowers I will represent in my spring collage. 

Isaiah 43:19 say, “See I am doing a new thing! Now it springs up; do you not perceive it? I am 
making a way in the wilderness and streams in the wasteland.” 

This verse is the next verse going up on the chalkboard. It is speaking about how God will make 
a way for His people, us, and that “way” He knew was going to be Jesus.   

I was able to listen to some speakers at a conference held last month, and one of them spoke 
something that resonated with me. She was asking God to show her the way, to give her a sign. 
As she was driving down the road she saw a literal sign that said, “Jesus is the way maker.” She 
went on to say, “I don’t know what impossible you are begging God for right now, but Jesus sent 
me to give you a sign. You have a way maker. Surrender to God and He will make a way.”  

It all comes down to asking myself, “Do I trust the Way Maker?” I do! Even though I may lose 
my way at times or things distract me from Him, I trust that God is always working and working 
for my good...and all of that goodness is going up on my wall this spring!  

 



Created for Life - March 1920 to March 2020 – by Ginny Hurley 
 
My husband and I have facilitated a home connect group for many years.  Our age 
group ranges from three weeks old, to a couple who celebrated their 67th wedding 
anniversary with us.  We love the multi-generational mix and connection!  The younger 
ones truly listen and participate with the older ones, and the older ones can’t wait for the 
teenagers and littles to pray for them.  Each week we share life with one another: 
communicate, pray, and then do whatever we feel that God is saying for the time.  My 
personal favorite is when we laugh and celebrate someone or some special occasion or 
holiday.   
 
This week we are having a 1920’s party to celebrate Valentines and the new decade of 
2020.  We usually have a sock hop and dress up for 1950’s, but this year is different.  As 
I began to research food, values, styles, games, and various historical topics, I realized 
how similar the 1920’s were to our present day.  I had no idea!  I laughed as I looked up 
certain topics.  They named their sandwiches, drank sodas, and loved marshmallows!  
Prohibition, gangsters, flappers, women’s suffrage, child worker laws, the automobile, 
new scientific ideas from Darwin, and creation were hot topics throughout the land.  My 
study revealed that huge changes came because of urban development and the move 
away from rural areas and farming.  Opportunities opened up for many youngsters and 
teenagers to continue schooling and even go to college.  Overnight it had moved from 
the horse to the automobile! 
 
It was a fun time, a time of freedom and adventure.  Women began to risk stepping out 
into careers, even moving into areas that had mainly been for men only.  Some of these 
things were positive, giving people freedom to be who they were intended to be.  Some 
of these opened the door to all kinds of evil.  Families were no longer the main 
connection as young people began to hang out with friends, party, and date in cars.  
Men and women were created to have choices and keeping them bound in slavery and 
dishonor is wrong.  Therefore, with this sudden ability to do whatever they wanted, many 
chose the very things that would rob them of their true identity.  At the same time, great 
revivals were taking place around the world, and many were waking up to true freedom 
in Christ.  When darkness descends on a people, the Light always rises to shine brightly 
with hope.   
 
Of course, we know that this decadent time did not end well.  All the money that had 
been accumulated was wiped out in a single day.  People were devastated and many 
lost everything.   
 
Right now, in 2020, we are in a similar time.  Many have lost their way.  We watch a 
Super Bowl on television with our families and stare with open mouths at the sad display 
in front of our children.  Yet, just as we feel heartbroken for this generation, a new song 
is heard throughout our nations.  God is here and He is awakening His people like never 
before in history.  His loving kindness is quickening in thousands of young and old.  He 
has not forgotten or given up on us!  Our Redeemer is ready to show up in a big way.  
Things hidden for ages are being revealed and the Bridegroom is calling His Bride.  The 
harvest is vast and many are flocking to His voice, the True Lover of their hearts.   
 
I can’t wait to celebrate this great season!  Something within is crying out for more!  
Even the earth is groaning for something coming.  And He is here!  Jesus has come to 



set us free and to open His storehouse of blessings galore!  These times, they are 
a’changin’!   Grief is turned into dancing!  I am so glad!   



 



 

In This Together – Because of Them – by Marcy Lytle 

So you know that thing where you put something down and then you can’t remember where you 
put it and you search and you huff and puff and blow the house down in search of the missing 
item?  It’s like a word on the tip of your tongue, you know where you put it, but it’s just out of 
your memory’s reach?   

I basically live my life like that. 

I love things nice and neat and clean, but that would require me to put things exactly where they 
are supposed to go every. single. time.  My brain doesn’t work that way.  I live a very delicately 
balanced life teetering between order and chaos.  Like today, am I going to get furious with a 
colleague and rage clean every inch of my house to avoid sending a strongly worded email on 
the merits of not talking over me in a meeting? Again.  Or am I going to rearrange the dirty 
dishes in the sink just so we can use the faucet without my having to wash them so I can binge 
watch the newest season of the Blacklist (that we couldn’t patiently wait for like grown ups, so 
we just bought it)?  It’s a toss up.   

My poor husband.  He is very much a “there is a place for everything” kind of fellow.  You 
always put your keys in the same spot every day, every time, so you don’t empty trash cans and 
freezers and move furniture looking for them, just to find them sitting on the window sill in the 
bathroom.  (I will neither confirm nor deny that this situation has occurred…or that there have 
been repeats).  Now, after 14 years, he has somewhat adapted to my hippie dippy, happy-go-
lucky style of life.  Or at least they don’t send him screaming into the night any more.  As long as 
I don’t “misplace” his things, we’re good.  And I’ve tried really, really hard to put my keys on the 
hook he put up for me every time I walk in the door.  Although, at this present moment, I think 
they may be sitting on the kitchen table.  Or maybe by the coffee maker.  I should probably 
check on that.   

As much as my scatterbrained-iness drives my husband nuts, he’s learned to see it as 
endearing.  Well, most of the time.  Not because it’s less annoying to him, but because he 
manages to see beauty in my mess.  He sees that even though I might not remember where I 
left my glasses, I can find every lost shoe, kiss every scraped knee and hold every broken heart.  
He notices that even though the laundry might not get done (like ever) that I will stick up for the 
underdog, fight for the broken and make space for anyone.  And this man will remind me of who 
I am and that I’m seen when I forget.  He will see me at the very moment I desperately need to 
know I’m not invisible.  He has and is continuing to learn how to love all of me and not just the 
easy to love stuff.  He keeps a going list of things I mention (and probably promptly forget 
because I’m trying to remember where I last saw my credit card) so that when he wants to 
surprise me with a little something, he knows exactly what I don’t even remember I wanted.   

I constantly work to make sure he feels valued, too.  When I talk about him or we’re together 
with friends, I love to brag on him.  How big his heart is and how much he loves to give to 
anyone who needs it.  How he would watch Christmas movies over and over again all year if I 
would let him.  The way he works to teach his son the things he wasn’t taught…that tears and 
feelings aren’t something to be ashamed of.  That kindness is strength.  He teaches his 
daughter that brave is beautiful and that society doesn’t get to decide who she is or what beauty 



looks like.  I love to fill his cup and give others a small peek into what makes him so special to 
me. And I remind us both why we never give up on each other.   

Even on days when he can’t see the light shining into his darkness and days that relief is not 
within reach, those are the days I let him know I see him.  I see his pain and his struggle to fight 
his way out.  I let him know that I see him, not his disease.  And that I will hold on to hope for 
him until he can find it again.   

It’s not always easy and it’s most definitely not usually pretty.  We have both created and 
cleaned up our messes.  We have been both blissfully happy and on the edge of throwing in the 
towel.  But we keep showing up and keep loving each other, not despite our flaws, but because 
of them.  And I think that’s what any healthy-ish relationship is: 

• Two imperfect people who don’t give up, on themselves, or their partner. 
• Two that know love covers a multitude of imperfections. 
• Two that keep loving both the chaos and the calm, both in each other and ourselves. 

Because He first loved us. 

 

“There is hardly a more gracious gift that we can offer somebody than to accept them fully, to 
love them almost despite themselves.”  Elizabeth Gilbert  



DATE NIGHT FUN – Coming up Green – by Marcy Lytle 

St Patrick’s Day is this month, green blades of grass are emerging (maybe), and new growth is 
anticipated everywhere!  I love the color green, and since grass is green – it’s a color we see all 
over the earth where life is present!  I thought it would be so fun to incorporate this color into our 
date night ideas for the month of March.  Here’s how: 

1. Green Apples and Turtles: There’s this amazing salad I recently saw and here’s how 
you make it – party sized bag of snickers, 8-10 green apples, whipped topping – that’s 
huge so you can downsize if you wish.  Cut the snickers into bite sized pieces, as well as 
the apples, and add to a bowl with 2-3 cups of the topping.  Stir and serve immediately!  
This would be great for a double date with another couple – and have this as your 
dinner!  Then watch this cool Netflix show all about turtles! It’s called Turtle: The 
Incredible Journey.  Finally, hand out sketch paper and green pencils and have each 
one try their hand and drawing a turtle.  The winner gets a turtle candy to take home! 
Celtic Dance and Music – There are Irish dancing tutorials on YouTube – seriously!  
And they’re so fun – so clear your floor and dance some more!  Download Celtic 
instrumentals and listen together, as you sip on green juice you’ve made together in the 
blender!  See recipe here.   If you want, you can even check out a book on Ireland and 
dream about a vacation there… And see the photo to the left?  Who says you have to 
only enjoy apple cider in the fall? 
https://www.justataste.com/blender-green-juice-drink-recipe/  

2. Green Enchiladas and Tortilla Soup – Go out for dinner to your favorite Mexican food 
restaurant and share both of these meals together. Make sure to squeeze green lime 
juice over the soup! Or you could make both of these at home.   Scour your city and find 
a fun place to play pool on that green felt table, and get a little competition going for fun!  
Sounds like a nice date night, to me!  Here’s a super easy and tasty tortilla soup to make 
at home: 2 cans each of cream style corn, Rotel diced and chicken broth, 4 boiled diced 
chicken breasts, 1 tsp cumin, ½ bunch chopped cilantro, S&P to taste. You just place all 
in a pot and simmer 20 minutes and enjoy! Serve with avocado, cheese, and sour cream 
– with broken chips on top!   

3. Greenbacks, Anyone?  - Give each other $20 each in one dollar bills – those green 
slivers of paper that add up to big bucks. Stop first at the dollar store and purchase two 
things for each to wear or put on (lipstick, scarf, socks, deodorant, fake flower, hair clip, 
mask or headband – a green one maybe!).  Stop at a drive-thru and each spend $5 
more on one item from the menu and share.  (Bring water bottles with you so that you 
don’t have to purchase drinks.) Eat in the car and people watch, observing if anyone is 
wearing green!  You’ve each got $13 left.  Stop at an indoor arcade and spend $5 each 
playing 2-3 games – that’s all – then leave laughing for joy.  With the $8 each that’s left, 
stop for a decadent dessert at a quiet coffee shop or restaurant, and smile. 

4. Herbs in a Box – Gather materials or purchase one already made, but create an herb 
box.  Or just a tiny one for the porch.  Go together to your local nursery and ask which 
herbs will grow well in this season, get the dirt, and plant them together.  Wash up and 
head out on a walk through your neighborhood and point out signs of new growth.  Find 

https://www.justataste.com/blender-green-juice-drink-recipe/


a park bench and settle down for a few minutes to enjoy a few green jelly beans or Jr 
Mints you’ve packed to take with you. 

https://www.hometalk.com/1344762/diy-herb-planter-box-25 

 

https://www.hometalk.com/1344762/diy-herb-planter-box-25


After 40 Years – A Pain the Ear – by Marcy Lytle 

We all have expectations of our spouses.  We expect him to do his share, work hard, help with 
the house, make romantic gestures, sweep us away on vacations, and all that jazz that we 
watched on television and movies, and heard about prior to marriage.  And then when we’re 
married, we’re both working, we’re tired, we have kids, life is hard, and all those wonderful 
expectations are sometimes unmet…never to be resurrected again…or maybe they never were 
met in the first place. 

But what about expectations of the emotional kind?  For example, we want him to know what 
we’re thinking without us having to ask him.  Sometimes, it would be nice if he’d just understand 
our need for him to just listen without saying anything or offering advice.  And a big expectation 
is that he will always be our best friend, the one most interested, and our biggest fan.  But just 
like we aren’t always his biggest fan (but rather his biggest critic), neither is he.  At least we both 
succumb to life and forget to be “perfect” as expected. 

I had a simple check-up for my ears because they felt a big clogged, and he knew it.  I went to 
the appointment and never heard from him all day, to ask what the doctor said or how I was 
doing.  I knew in my heart that he cared about me, but for some reason it annoyed me that he 
didn’t even ask when I talked to him a couple of times in the afternoon.  Sure, I could have just 
told him (which would have been mature and right) but I decided to play that game I learned 
early on in marriage…to test him…and see just how long it would take for him to say something 
(no one ever wins at that game!) 

After all, if he really cared, he’d ask, wouldn’t he? 

He didn’t ask, and when he arrived home, he confessed that it was a busy day and he didn’t feel 
so well, as his stomach hurt.  (I knew then why he didn’t ask…but I still held on…) He sat by me 
on the sofa as we watched a show and realized I was a bit indifferent and asked me what was 
wrong.  So I spilled the beans… 

“You haven’t even asked me what the doctor said,” I said with a disappointing and unattractive 
face. 

All day I knew I had a choice to say nothing, just tell him how it went, and go on my way 
unoffended.  In fact, I just read a book about being unoffendable, but I just didn’t feel like doing 
the right thing.  I felt self-absorbed, selfish, and sad as I had a pity party of the most ridiculous 
kind.  Seriously, what a petty thing to even be writing about… 

We all do it.  We let ourselves become accusatory, we allow our minds to wander, and we fall 
into the pity pit and start to wallow like a pig enjoying every piece of dirt we’re slapping around 
on ourselves and others.  

The moment I lost myself was in doubting the character of my husband.  He has proven to me 
for decades that he loves me, as imperfect at his love is.  Neither of us is perfect, and that’s 
totally why we rely on the Outside source for our affirmation and love above each other’s.  I 



knew for certain that he cared about my ear (it was just a bit of inflammation and nothing more) 
and I wish I’d just chosen to tell him when he got home, and had let it go. 

Thankfully, after I confessed my expectation and he told me he’d been feeling bad, I did let it go.  
I didn’t pout or treat him badly all evening, like I would have done…say…30 years ago.   

Isn’t it silly what I did? I even think it is.  But we’ve both gotten offended at each other for much 
less and much more.  There are so many factors (like tiredness, how our day has gone, how 
we’re feeling about ourselves, etc.) that play into our response when an expectation is unmet.  
But there’s only one factor that’s huge and has to be present with the other one fails…or when 
we perceive them to fail and they haven’t, really.  And that’s forgiveness.   

We are both human.  We both forget.  We both get busy.  We both get tired.  We both love each 
other. 

This story isn’t meant to downplay unmet expectations of fidelity and honor, as those are a 
whole other kind of hurt that requires counseling.  This story is to confess that sometimes we 
are just thinking about ourselves and what we need, when what we need is to lighten up and 
enjoy the good.   

Life’s too short and marriage is too fun to ruin it all because of a little pair in the ear… 

 

 



 



Best of the Mess – Bandwagons and Coattails - by Marcy Lytle 

Our writer for this column is pregnant and needs a rest this month – totally understandable!  So 
I’ve snagged her column to encourage you young moms that read.  I’m happy to do so, because 
being a mom of littles is the most rewarding yet taxing job there is – and not many accolades 
come your way!  Before I write further, I’m applauding you for being a mom, praying for you that 
your kids will sleep at night, and smiling at you for being a hero to your family! 

We recently visited with a young couple, as they visited and shared with us at our Oscar Party!  
They are one of our favorite couples, and they have a young daughter, three years old.  As we 
watched the show, I observed both of them try to keep their daughter occupied, train her well by 
sitting her in time out until she was “ready to change her attitude,” and love on her and smile 
when she danced around or said something cute.  Family life, right?  They also had to fix her a 
plate, clean up her messes, take her to the bathroom, etc. and that activity NEVER ceases for 
parents. 

We were chatting with them about friends and getting together with other couples with kids, and 
as I listened, I remembered the hardships of having good friendships when our kids were little.  
Getting together with other couples and trying to visit is like setting a romantic table in the 
middle of a lion’s den – the roars and the chaos that ensues is unbearable!  You end up going 
home, wondering why you tried that!  I also recall a period of time where we just quit going to 
“gatherings” like church picnics, and large “fun” days at the park – because one of us ended up 
on the playground watching our kids while the other one got to visit.  And the one at the 
playground was not in such a good mood when we left, because there was no point in going! 

I don’t really miss those young days of sleepless nights, constant pottying and cleaning and 
serving and doing, because they’re tiring and I’ve never forgotten it!  I also don’t miss the 
competition of trying to keep up with what everyone else is doing and trying to make sure my kid 
was getting the best, in a world where bandwagon parenting reigns. 

Here are a few things I recall and still observe today, and then I’ll give you my spin on it, now 
that decades have passed. 

• Those moms don’t ever let their kids sleep in their bed, but you do and you enjoy it. 
• Those parents allow no television except on weekends, and you love watching a movie 

with your kids. 
• Those kids say “yes ma’am” to every question, and your kids just give mean stares. 
• Those moms only shop at thrift stores, and you despise the stench and rather love all 

things new. 
• Those parents only serve carrots and celery to their children, and you love to take your 

kids to McDonalds! 
• Those kids’ rooms are spotless, decorated so perfectly, and your kids’ rooms – well, no 

comment. 



There are probably at least a dozen encounters and observations you parents make per week 
where your kids don’t measure up, your parenting skills are called into question in your own 
minds, and those kids make your kids look like heathens. 

If there’s anything I’ve noticed is that what works for YOUR family is what’s best and right for 
YOUR family.  Oh, it’s fine to pick up a new habit IF it suits you. But never be part of the crowd 
that joins in some sort of practice with your kids due to pressure, feeling less-than, or being 
afraid to be different. 

I didn’t breast feed my kids and I got comments and looks.  However, breast feeding didn’t work 
(I didn’t like it!) for me, and my kids turned out just fine.  We never had a “play room” that many 
moms said were a must in their houses, and our kids never suffered from that “lack.”  My son 
ate chicken and fries until he was in his 20’s and he’s healthy as a horse. 

My point is that others and what they do or don’t do is never to be your standard or measuring 
stick.  You have your kiddos and your family and your life – apart from the lives of those in your 
circle.  Enjoy your friendships and conversations, but don’t get sucked into the competitive 
parenting mode.  It will not be a good example to your kids, and it will only give you ulcers. 

See something good you’d like to try with your kids, because it sounds awesome?  Go ahead.  
See something that sounds absurd and only makes you nervous?  Skip it. 

Life’s too short to ride in bandwagons and on coattails.  Let your kids see you parent and love 
them in ways that are special and unique to your family, and enjoy your life together…with oreos 
or celery…whatever…or a little of both. 

Just be sure you brush their teeth before they hit the hay…that’s probably good advice on any 
given day! 



Firmly Planted - Life, Interrupted—by Dina Cavazos 

Spring is near, winter is winding down. This year, for the first time I can remember, I’m sorry to 
see winter go.  The prospect of 100 degree heat, typical of our summers, is a dreaded thought. 
This has been a good winter in my book. I’ve only had to cover my babied succulents about 
three times, and the number of sunny yet cool days has been amazing. As far as the rainy 
ones….well, it’s hard for a plant lover to complain about rain. 

Like it or not, everything moves forward, including the seasons, and, sooner or later, it will be 
hot again. But there’s always a bright side. For me, one facet of that is swimming—something I 
rarely did for years until last summer when it suddenly became a near obsession. The thought 
of immersion in cool, clear, clean, miraculous liquid where gravity loses its grip took on a new 
appeal. I longed for it…I imagined having a pool—I even put a critical eye to the back yard to 
see if I could somehow create a little swimming hole, but there is just no place for it. 

I haven’t been able to spend much time in the prayer garden, and I feel it. Even though there 
were many perfect days for working outside, other things demanded attention. The tasks of 
raking, pulling weeds, pruning and clipping, and other garden-tending tasks occupy my hands 
but seem to open my mind and heart to receive from God. I often looked longingly out the 
window, but had to go the other direction.  

Things are coming into focus even as I write this…sometimes it’s good to be pulled away from 
the things my heart longs for, from the things I really want to do, because, quite honestly, even 
those things can become stale. Going the other direction, a direction not so much chosen as 
required, reminds me that I’m not living for myself. My life is interrupted by demands. My life is 
interrupted by circumstances. My life is interrupted by weather, events, sickness, tragedy, 
celebrations, barking dogs and a myriad of things; but, most of all, my life is interrupted by the 
lives of others. 

I’ll have more time in the prayer garden soon, where I connect with God in grounded earthiness. 
Time away has sharpened my desire and brought renewed appreciation for the work. More 
importantly, I’m more settled in the fact that God is involved in every facet of my life, whether it’s 
the joys or woes of the season, or the interruptions of Life that surely come from his hand. 



Moving Forward - What Are You Looking At? – by Pam Charro 
 
In Numbers 9, God's people were bitten by venomous snakes because of their unbelief, and 
many of them died. But when they repented and Moses prayed for them, the Lord had Moses 
make a pole with a snake on it, and anyone who was bitten by a snake and looked at the snake 
on the pole did not die. God made a way to survive the poison.  
 
In John 3, Jesus was compared to the snake on the pole. 
 
It has taken me many years to know how to look at him. I wasn't always filled with joy trying to 
find him, partly because I didn't always understand how much joy he felt toward me. But he has 
not seemed to mind the process nearly as much as I have; he has been gentle and patient and 
has rewarded my desire to see his face and to know him as the healer he truly is.  
 

Who is he? 
 
He is faithful, he is loving, he is our strong tower and our foundation rock.  
He is altogether holy and beautiful.  
He is humble and sacrificial and relentless in his pursuit of us.  
He is our perfect Father and the lover of our souls.  
He has been willing to go to the lowest place so that we can be with him in the highest place.  
He is joyful and positive and full of life.  
He judges perfectly and always makes a way where there is no way.  
He is our hero.  
 
And he is everything any of us truly, deeply long for. He made us so he can know us so he can 
satisfy us, and all we have to do is say yes to him. 
 
This is what I look at when the snakes bite. When I'm tempted to feel hopeless and defeated.  
 
I look at who he is.  
 

Waymaker, miracle worker, promise keeper, light in the darkness 
My God, that is who you are - Sinach 

 



Simple Truths - Purpose in the Pain – by Erica Simmons 

In last month’s article, I shared situations from my past that have led to me creating a false 
image of who I am. They led me to believe I was unworthy, less than. Each of these situations 
happened in my life prior to my understanding of a true relationship with God, before I knew how 
to find purpose in pain. This is what the enemy wants. He wants to use our pain to cause to 
become angry with God and blame Him for our pain and suffering. Does that mean I cannot now 
find purpose in that pain? Not only do I say no, I say that I have already. I see it in the way that I 
deal with the people I interact with on a daily basis. There is in me this strong overwhelming 
need to make sure every person I interact with KNOWS that they are important and are valued. 
I know that desire was born out of the experiences I shared last month, the purpose in that pain 
that I endured as a young child. 

Because I have learned to find purpose in my pain, God often provides me the opportunity to 
use my experiences to help others. A perfect example is my position on our church prayer team. 
It just so happened that the Sunday I was writing this article, I was on the rotation. A young 
woman came up and shared that she had to end a relationship that she felt was not good for 
her. She also shared how she wanted to be able to continue to be in the young man’s life as a 
support and a friend. No one was in a better position to tell her the dangers of this way of 
thinking than I was. I looked her in the eye and told her that way of thinking was the reason I 
ended up being a single mother with twins. Talk about purpose in pain! I will continue to touch 
base with her and support her, to provide her support and prayer in way I did not receive. 

The enemy wants to use our pain and suffering to steal, kill and destroy the natural relationship 
we are to have with our Heavenly Father. It is imperative that we recognize this and immediately 
press into the God and seek His truth. We should also know that some, if not most, purposes 
might not become apparent for many years to come. Or in the case of my experiences that 
made me feel unworthy, the purpose can become part of our character later to be discovered 
how it ties back to our pain. 

We are not going to live this life without making decisions that do not align with the word of God. 
Some of these decisions lead to pain and suffering. We can take comfort that even in the times 
when there is pain and suffering we cause by not submitting to the will of God in our lives, 
Romans 8:28 shows us He will still allow us to find purpose in that pain. 

We will not live this life without the choices of others impacting us or causing pain that can have 
long term ramifications. That’s okay IF we allow Him to show us the purpose that can come from 
the pain. He said He will prune us and in doing so there will times we will have to endure pain 
and suffering. He does not cause our pain and suffering, but He does allow it, and He can show 
us the purpose that can be gained from the pain. Instead of leaving us alone to endure and 
struggle alone, He has provided a way for our pain and suffering to strengthen us. If we trust 
Him, if we keep our hearts open to hear Him, he will guide us through the pain. And at the end 
of our journey, we will discover that who we are would not have been possible without the pain.  

In order to do this, find the purpose in our pain, we have to make a choice. We have to decide if 
God’s word is true. If we choose to believe His word we joyfully take our pain and suffering to 
Him and we lay it at the foot of the cross. If we choose not to believe, then we take control and 
try to deal with it our own way. I do not know about you, but there has NOTHING that I have 
ever handled on my own that has turned out right. 



God knows the pain and suffering was temporary when Jesus died on the cross. He wants to 
give us the same assurance in His word. Weeping may endure for the night, but joy comes in 
the morning. We need to know the weeping is not the endgame. The endgame is joy. It is 
embracing the purpose in the pain. 

Because I know that what I endure can be used as I serve on the prayer team; every morning 
that I am to serve, I pray to God that anyone who comes to receive prayer will be someone 
meant to come to me. In so many instances these connections come via something that I have 
at some point gone through. In those times, I have leaned on God to help me endure and the 
lessons I have learned have been the basis for those I’ve had the honor to pray for: purpose in 
the pain. 



Real Stories – I’m Living Again – by Pam Throckmorton 
 
 
I lost my precious Momma in February of 2015 and immediately my world turned upside down. 
My husband and I had lived in Kansas for 11 years at the time of her passing and made a 
decision to move back to Texas, my birthplace.  
 
Uprooting, moving, another great loss and life’s circumstances caused extreme stress in my life 
and by the fall of 2017, I had reached my highest weight ever. I felt my health was diminishing 
and without God’s help my life was sliding down a slippery slope. 
 
With all the extra weight I carried and health issues I’d been diagnosed with, I began to lose the 
ability to envision the life I’d once known. Even being a half-full glass kind of gal, I was 
overwhelmed and felt incapable of making the choices necessary to turn my life around. I had 
tried many diets, but miserably failed at those attempts. I’m sure many of you reading my story 
have found yourselves pinned against the wall with a similar situation in your life! 
 
DO NOT GIVE UP! 
 
On January 4th 2018, I prayed a short prayer and invited God to help me make the lifestyle 
changes necessary to achieve my goals. I began to make healthier eating choices. I became 
more physically active, not going to a gym or any strenuous exercise—just walking daily. I 
looked to God when discouragement and frustration tried to creep in. I allowed HIM to guide me 
on this journey. 
 
Currently I’m down about 75 pounds, but more importantly I have my life back. My mobility has 
greatly improved and my health issues are diminishing. Vitality, Joy, and Peace are the NEW 
Me!  
 
LIVING MY BEST LIFE 
 
God has brought people into my life on this journey, and they encourage me on to victory. Some 
have shared amazing health supplements with me to decrease body fat and increase lean 
muscle and invested in me.  
 
I am truly thankful for ALL God has taught me on this path to wholeness!  
 
I’M LIVING AGAIN. 
 
 



 



FRESH THYME - Don’t Pray – by Marcy Lytle 

We just read a one-page devotion about all the things we do not need to pray about, yet we 
spend and waste our time doing so!  It was an interesting read and made me remember a story 
I heard years ago about a man that said God told him to leave his wife.  It wasn’t due to infidelity 
or any divorce-worthy cause, but just that he prayed and God told him to go.  I was shocked and 
saddened to hear such a misuse of prayer and misunderstanding of the privilege and honor it is 
to pray.  And what a misrepresentation of who God is! 

Prayer is to be done according to His will, not ours, and when we start praying and considering 
and even “hearing” answers that are completely contrary to who God is, we’re in a heap of 
trouble, a drowning sea, and a storm that just might kill. 

So just what are these things we sometimes pray about that we need to discard?   

Don’t pray about being kind.  If there’s a person that bugs the heck out of us, we are wasting our 
time if we’re praying about ways we can shun them or get rid of them.  A better way to pray 
would be for God to change our hearts toward them, and heal whatever is ailing them… 

Don’t pray for answers to sinful desires.  Some folks put out fleeces (God if you’ll do this…I’ll do 
that) and while those may work on rare occasions – they’re dangerous.  Often we use them get 
our way, which is contrary to His way.  Praying for a “sign” that we’re supposed to move forward 
with a relationship that is less than godly is a waste of His time and ours. 

Don’t pray for provision if you’re not willing to steward it.  Yikes. We pray for a new home, a big 
car, and kiddos and a family…and then we want God to provide all the funds to pay for and take 
care of them, while we sit and do nothing.  We’re supposed to work, steward what we have, give 
thanks, and not hoard or buy what we can’t afford.  It’s that simple.   

Don’t pray without position.  There’s a reason the Lord’s Prayer begins with “Our Father in 
heaven…”  Positioning ourselves as his children, acknowledging his position where he can see 
all and know all is HUGE in prayer.  When we fail to do this, we often spend our time begging 
and pleading and wondering and worrying while we pray.  And we only end up exhausted. 

Don’t pray with formulas.  Prayer is not a magic potion where if we say the right combo of 
words, snap our fingers and open our eyes – there the answer appears like a genie out of a 
bottle – ready to grant us three wishes.  Prayer is all about relationship, and relationship only 
happens when we read his Word that tells us who he is, and then prayer becomes powerful.  
And quite enjoyable… 

Don’t pray and refuse to listen.  Often, our prayers are full of wailing and wanting, chatting and 
commanding God to act on our behalf or in the lives of others.  If we do all the talking and never 
listen to his voice, we’ve missed out on the answer already!  He does speak to us through his 
creation, through the voices of those that love Him, through his word, and in love and peace.  
Listen, next time you pray. 



Don’t pray with honoring lips and removed hearts.  Ouch.  This is when we speak lofty words of 
praise because others are listening, or we think we pray “so well,” but we’re completely hating or 
angry with the person in the other room.  Make peace with that person, repent for your own 
wrongdoing, then get back to praying.  And start with thanksgiving for his forgiveness. 

Sometimes, we don’t even need to pray at all.  We just need to acknowledge God and trust.  
That, often, is the biggest and most effective way to pray and find peace that passes all 
understanding. 



FRESH THYME – Fooled and Frozen – by Marcy Lytle 

We opened the blinds in our bedroom and looked out back and were shocked.  It was mid-
January and there were profuse blooms on our rose bushes that had already gone through a 
freeze back in late fall and had been unattended totally…and yet they bloomed.  Of course, we 
grabbed some snips and cut them and placed them in a vase and they were stunning. 

All of our area began responding to the unusually warm temperatures we were having in the 
winter and began budding and blooming and growing.  Somehow, these plants didn’t realize the 
season was winter and that there were probably going to be freezing temperatures before 
spring actually arrived.  They didn’t care, they felt the sun and its warmth and there they were! 

Fast forward a few weeks into early February and it surprised all of us (because it’s a RARE 
treat) by snowing and freezing one night after an almost 80-degree high the day before.  Yes, 
it’s why we Austinites are keeping it weird – partly at least – because of our crazy weather.  
Those crazy plants were now going to be covered under a blanket of that wet, cold, freezing 
stuff and it was going to dampen and kill the beauty that had already emerged. 

Was nature fooled?  Are roses and blades of grass just stupid?  Didn’t God make the earth so 
that it knows when to emerge its blooms safely, after the danger of all freezes has passed? 

Apparently, there’s something to be learned from observing the beauty of these roses that 
bloomed when no one was looking or expecting… 

I noted a few things: 

• They felt the warmth of the sun 
• They were planted and solid  
• They didn’t know or care about the future 
• They just grew 

Don’t you wish you were like those roses?  Don’t you wish you could just respond to His great 
love daily and dig deep and bloom where you are, without planning and worrying about the 
“What if a freeze happens and I die” question? 

Roses were made to be beautiful and stunning.  They also grow thorns (what’s up with that?)  
But they were NOT GIVEN the spirit of fear of blooming in the dead of winter, like so many of us 
are. 

• Maybe you are afraid of what’s lurking in your future  
• Maybe you feel his warmth but you’re questioning his timing 
• Maybe you’re unsure if your roots run deep 
• Maybe you just need to grow 

We both stared at the roses we placed in the vase that day and I even let them stay the way 
they were growing on the stem – sideways – because they looked pretty that way.  Their color 



was maybe even more vibrant than they are in the spring.  And the reason we saw them was 
because of their untimely appearance that drew us to notice. 

Spring is coming, and that’s when things are “supposed” to bloom as we care and tend and 
plant and water.  But actually, we don’t have to worry about blooming at the wrong time, or 
losing our leaves in the heat of the summer, or if we have the prettiest color in the garden.   

All we have to do is respond to His warmth when we feel it in our souls, and we will grow.  
Winter, spring, summer or fall…that’s all.  We, not the roses, were actually the ones fooled and 
frozen in our tracks when the beauty took us by surprise… 

 



FRESH THYME – Watering Hole  - by Marcy Lytle 

I woke up recently with “watering hole” on my mind.  Sometimes, early morning thoughts lead to 
early morning writing, so I decided to just google those two words.  That phrase means “a place 
where people gather socially.” For example, a certain bar may be a watering hole in a city 
because folks enjoy the drinks and the conversation there.  Maybe a farmer’s market or a coffee 
shop is a watering hole because it’s pleasant, friends go with us, and we end up staying a while 
to enjoy something tasty or warm. 

For me, I think the watering holes in my city where I enjoy gathering might be the lawn 
downtown where summer symphony concerts are played and people gather on blankets with 
picnic food in hand, the park in my city where families show up to fly kites on a windy spring 
day, or downtown SOCO – a street lined with eateries and shops and vendors.   

People gather where they can be fed, free, and feel…all the feels. 

A watering hole provides drink for the thirsty, conversation for the lonely, and goods for the 
needy…whether that be friendships or actual wares for sale. 

We were out with another couple on a date recently and saw a group of people playing a game 
that looked like Bocce Ball, but upon closer inspection, we saw that it was a different game 
altogether.  One of the players saw us stopping and watching and he walked over to us and 
began explaining the game.  It was a French game called Petanque and it’s played with metallic 
balls on hard dirt, in public parks.  He went on to extend an invitation to join in the game, 
because that was part of the game – to invite people to come and play. 

What a great idea!   

This game is coming to our city, he explained, and I could tell that it’s going to be a watering 
hole wherever it’s set up – because it provides those components!  Those who are thirsty for a 
thrill can play the game to compete.  Others might just want the friendships and conversation 
that take place while waiting their turn.  And still others might enjoy just sitting and watching 
while snacking and smiling, at the fun others are having.  We enjoyed standing there and doing 
just that. 

I’m not sure why I awoke with this phrase on my mind, except now that I’ve looked it up and 
thought about it, it sounds so pleasant a peaceful – a watering hole. 

It’s not a black hole, where we vanish away from sight.  It’s not a sink hole where we fall and 
hurt ourselves.  But rather, it’s a watering hole where we go to be refreshed ourselves or…we 
create to refresh others. 

I’m going to think more about what watering holes I enjoy and why, and I’m going to try and visit 
those more, so that I stay refreshed.  And I’m hoping that I can be part of creating a watering 
hole for others so that they are fed, they can come freely, and feel all the feels of HIS love. 

Watering hole.  What pictures or feelings does that phrase evoke in you?  



 



FRESH THYME - The Cast – by Marcy Lytle 

Did you fish as a kid?  I did.  I went fishing with my dad and he taught me how to cast the line 
out over the seaweed against the shore, away from the hanging branches from the tree, out to 
the deep where the fish would bite.  I learned to cast pretty well, but sometimes I got my line 
hung up and Dad had to help me – and sometimes even cut my line – and start all over.  If he 
hadn’t been there to help, I would have remained stuck! 

I was stuck recently, in my prayer life.  I would sit down to pray and my mind would fill up with all 
the people I knew that had suffered loss or were ill.  I begged and cried and pleaded with God to 
help and help them, and then I prayed that he would help me with my fears as I worried about 
them…and my own family and concerns!  It was like that fishing line, I was all caught up and 
tangled, and wasn’t reeling in any answers…or peace. 

I began to realize that the problem was in my cast.  There’s this verse that tells us to cast all our 
cares over on Him, because He cares for us.  However, as I was casting them, I was also 
carrying them.  This does NOT make for a peaceful life.  I was taking on their pain as if it were 
my own.  In other words, when I heard about a friend losing her husband, I grieved so much that 
I was angry with God for taking him.  When I heard about a little girl with an illness, I was so hurt 
and thought it wasn’t fair, and worried and wondered if we’re all sitting ducks for disease and 
death.  I was carrying everyone else’s burdens plus my own, and after I prayed I was tired and 
frustrated. 

In casting a fishing line, there’s this learning process that has to take place, the bait has to be 
hooked just right, and the reeling in has to be slow and easy.  Fishing is not a fast process, and 
if we think it is, we will be bored and go home.  It’s supposed to be one of the most peaceful 
sports to enjoy that there is.  There might be hours without a bite, but the anticipation is always 
there. 

I felt like God told me I had the cast all wrong.  When I cast my fears and friends and even foes 
over on Him, I’m supposed to sit by the banks and wait, while HE sends the provision to each of 
them in his own time.  My job is to cast in prayer, reel in slowly with faith, and sit in rest under 
the shade tree by the water.  I have TROUBLE doing this!   

However, I’ve begun envisioning the cast a little differently now and I realized one huge thing:  
I’m not meant or made to carry their load, and they’re not meant to carry mine…except to Him in 
prayer.  In other words, I cannot and wasn’t made to carry the weight of sorrow that others feel 
in my heart until it weighs be down.  I’m to cast and release. 

I’m learning that the only way to do that is to wrap my petitions in thanksgiving, visualize the 
cast, and see in my mind’s eye that shade tree with an empty chair waiting for me to rest. 

I don’t want to stay stuck in the branches or seaweed, while there’s provision that awaits us all – 
out there in the deep.  I want to be ready, praying and believing, resting and reassuring, so that 
when the big fish bites, the baskets are full, and the feast is prepared, I’m there with those that 
are hungry like me…with more than enough for all. 



Worried and fretting when you pray?  Join me today in learning to cast a little bit better and wait 
a little bit longer without fear or dread… 
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